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Testing and assessment that is "more authentic" or performance based or alternative is
perhaps the most pressing issue in the profession of education today. Many questions
are being asked about it. Is "more authentic" assessment being proposed for classroom
use or as a substitute for traditional, large scale system accountability measures? What
is an "authentic" task? What is the result of using far fewer, but more complete and in
depth performance tasks than with traditional tests? How do we develop rubrics able
to ensure consistency of response? How do we avoid bias, report error and ensure
fairness? How do we ensure generalizability across tasks? What implicit theories of
knowledge and student learning are being used? What are the underlying metacognitive
and epistemological issues? What is reliability and validity in the context of "more
authentic" assessment and how are they calculated? What are the effects on schools,
classrooms and students of the greater time allocation required for the new assessment
methods? How far ahead of the professionals are the politicians and how can we close
the gap? i.e., How feasible and cost effective are "more authentic" assessments,
especially for high stakes, large scale assessments?

The rapid rise of interest in "more. authentic" assessment is causing a grow!ng dilemma
in the field of educational assessment. Two powerful trends seem to be on a collision
course. On the one hand many policy makers are seeking and mandating increased
educational reform and accountability, while on the other hand, many teachers,
principals, administrators and theoretitiors are turning increasingly toward school
restructuring, teacher empowerment, and integrated curricular approaches as the vehicles
to meaningful educational improvement. The source of the magnetic appeal of "more
authentic" assessment for teachers and curriculum and instruction people may be that it
promises both freedom from top down accountability and enhanced control and success
in the classroom.

On the one hand the increasing press for educational accountability and productivity at
all levels has led to a dramatic rise in system wide student assessment sy_zems, most of
them of a traditional, objective, standardized, multiple-choice, testing variety. For
example, all fifty states now have some form of standardized, satewide assessment. On
the other hand, there has been a move to restructuring for enhanced school autonomy
and teacher control and toward more holistic approaches to curriculum and evaluation.
These promise greater student learning, especially of thinking skills. Concerns such as
these have caused increased resistance to traditional testing and growing interest in
more authentic" assessments.

The dilemma is, therefore, that policy makers who want to evaluate the success of
systemwide educational reforms usually want more traditional testing while those
educators committed to "grass roots" school and classroom educational reform and
restructuring often prefer to forego or at least de-emphasize traditional tests in favor of
"more authentic" assessments.



The phrase "more authentic" assessment means the gathering and evaluation of evidence
of student performance produced in an integrated manner and in a naturalistic time fiameand context. These assessments seek to reveal student performance on meaningful andchallenging tasks as close as possible to the ones which the student is expected toperform in the "real world." There are several key characteristics of "authentic"
assessment. It should: a) require a short chain of inference from the test performanceto the real world competence (direct relevance); b) foster disciplined inquiry; c)challenge the student to integrate knowledge; and d) have value beyond evaluation(Archibald and Newman, 1988).

These assessments are often based upon performances, demonstrations, open endedquestions, exhibitions, portfolios, or projects. For example, if a student is being assessedin science, he or she may be asked to perform a series of scientific experiments underexpert observation and evaluation rather than take a traditional, multiple-choice,
standardized, norm referenced science test. If the student is expected to write persuasive
essays, then he or she will write persuasive essays in a naturalistic time frame and
context; much as when a person is expected to ice skate or dive proficiently, he or sheis asked to perform and is evaluated by expert observers.

At the same time as policy makers are demanding more traditional testing for evaluating
the success of educational reform efforts, American students consistently perform atlevels far below those achieved in the majority of industrialized nations (Shanker, pg.1). A number of people believe that an over reliance on standardized testing itself maybe a primary factor in America's educational lag. "The U.S. is the only nation that relies
on multiple-choice tests for large-scale assessment," states Linda Darling-Hammond."Most countries we compete with in Europe and Asia that out achieve us use essays, oral
exams and exhibits of students' work" (Newsweek, Jan. 8, 1990). In response togrowing concern over American students' poor international showing, members of the
National Commission on Testing and Policy (1990) have recommended that alternativeforms of assessmer.t be adopted in American schools. More and more American
educators, especially teachers and curriculum specialists, are demanding that testing
become "more authentic", i.e., assess in a realistic and integral way meaningful skills and
abilities including those of higher thinking and problem solving that enable studet.t.s to
become successful, productive adults. To the proponents of "more authentic" asstlsmentand to the opponents of standardized testing, many of the evaluation tools currently usedin America's schools provide little worthwhile information, lack "authenticity" and,
ultimately, may undermine and subvert the educational process itself.
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This paper: a) examines some of the major criticisms being leveled at standardized tests
and misuses of their results; b) describes and discusses the claimed advantages and
disadvantages of "more authentic" assessment; and c) proposes a general direction that
might be taken toward integrating traditional and newer forms of assessment.

Criticisms of Current Standardized Testing

The National Commission on Testing and Public Policy (1990) has identified what it
believes to be some key problems with standardized testing as it now exists:

1. Current tests are imperfect and therefore potentially misleading as measures
of inaividual performance in education and employment.

2. Some tests result in unfair treatment of individuals and groups.

3. Students are subjected to too much testing in this nation's schools.

4. Some testing practices in both education and employment undermine
important social policies and issues intended to develop or utilize human
talent.

5. Tests have become instruments of public policy without sufficient public
accountability (Commission Report, pg. 6).

Perhaps the biggest complaint leveled against standardized, objective achievement testing
is that it fails to assess "real" mastery and therefore is of limited validity as an
assessment of student learning. "A true test asks students to show what they know and
can do, not to spout unrelated facts they have memorized the night before" (Horace,
March 1990, pg. 1). Traditional testing has long been criticized for "neglecting the kind
of competence expressed in "authentic", real life situations beyond school -- speaking,
writing, reading, and solving mechanical, biological, or civic problems" (Archibald and
Newman, 1988, pg. vi).

These charges of invalidity and irrelevance are typically based upon theoretical beliefs
and assumptions rather than empirical studies. There is, on the other hand, a
considerable body of empirical research results accumulated over the last 75 years or
more which supports the advantages of objective, multiple-choice items, including the
increasing capacity of well designed tests made up of such items to tap "complex
thinking processes, reasoning, evaluation of arguments, and thc application of
knowledges to new situations." For example, "...Objective tests prove to be more valid
predictors of the quality of essays written under proper conditions than do essay tests"
(Anastasi, 1982 pg. 398, 399).
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Much of the problem with current testing seems intimately linked to two key traditional
testing assumptions, decomposability and decontextualization. These two assumptions
underlie almost all current, traditional testing practices and are being increasingly
challenged.

Early psychological theories were based on the assumption that thought was made up
of a number of independent pieces of knowledge and that all skills could be broken
down into smaller and more easily measurable components. Thus, if you wished to test
whether a person was a skilled reader, you needed only determine whether they were
able to perform the key subtasks that made up the skill of reading. This approach has
been harshly criticized in recent years by proponents of holistic arid integrated
approaches to curriculum and instruction. They maintain that complex abilities cannot
be defined solely by their components and that the whole is greater than the sum of its
parts (e.g. Anderson, 1983). Thus, while there may indeed be a high correlation between
eg. student scores on multiple-choice verbal tests and their ability to perform a skill such
as writing, it is feared that at least some students will typically be misclassified as poor
writers or as having incomplete verbal skills after multiple-choice testing, when in fact
a "more authentic" and holistic assessment might have more accurately indicated that
they were in fact competent.

The second major assumption apparent in almost all sta'dardized. multiple-choice,
achievement tests is that each component of a complex skill remains unaffected by the
context in which it is used. In other words, if a student is able to perform
decontextualized editing, a common element of standardized verbal tests, they will also
be able to perform similar skills when editing their own work. However, studies have
shown that there can be no absolute line drawn between data and its interpretation (e.g.,
Lakatos, 1978; Toulmin, 1972). The context in which a skill is performed is relevant;
"knowledge and skill cannoi be detached from their context of practice and use"
(Resnick, pg. 9). pecontextualization of traditional test questions, then., is pointed to by
critics as another factor that might hinder a traditional educational test in measuring
accurately the broad abilities it purports to.

Also, according to the critics of traditionel testing, the burden of the misclassifications
they cause fall disproportionately on certain ethnic and linguistic minority groups as well
as on students who have special learning needs, styles, or difficulties. The reasons
posited for the observed disparity between minority and majority traditional lest scores
include cultural test bias, differences in economics or education, and the limited power
of existing tests to predict success. Whatever causes such disparity, the fact remains that
many minoriCes are currently being denied opportunities. Whenever testing limits the
choices of individuals in certain groups, our assessment practices must be reexamined.
On the other hand, it is the burden of any proposed replacement assessments to
demonstrate their relative lack of bias and freedom from misclassification.
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To the opponents of traditional, standardized testing the investment in it is also
excessive. They note that over 20 million school days are used and 700 to 900 dollars
annually for simply taking standardized tests. Even more importantly, it seems to them
that tests are becoming more and more widely used for such controversial practices as
kindergarten promotion and advancement from grade to gade, placement in "special
learning" programs, and graduation from high school. Moreover:

* From 1972 to 1985 the !limbers of state testing programs skyrocketed
from 1 to 34. Every state now has a mandated testing program of some
kind.

* Actual revenue from sales of tests and elected services has bcen
estimated a half billion dollars per year.

* The direct cost for state and local testing plus indirect teacher costs may
be as high as 915 million dollars annually (Commission Report, pg 7).

These figures, the critics say, fail to include another significant cost of so much
standardized testing -- learning opportunity cost. Much of the time spent teaching the
routine and lower-order thinking skills often present on standardized tests could be put
to much better use. In an effort to improve increasingly "high stakes" test scores, many
educators have resorted to spending inordinate amounts of class time actually "teaching
to the test." Such huge fiseal and opportunity costs could be justified as legitimate
educational expenses if they positively affected our school systems. However, the critics
say the continuing trend of increased standardized testing has not created appreciable
improvement in student performance (e.g., Shanker, pg. 1; Commission Report, pg. 18).

One of the prhnary functions of testing is Lo assess educational quality. In recent years
local attention to reform has been directed by mandatory, "high stakes" testing. The
danger in such testing is that when the stakes are raised, the pressure on schools to
improve their scores may lead to disastrous solutions and undermines the educational
process itself. In Pennsylvania, for example, mandatory state test scores were made
public in 1987. Immediately the test scores became a "benchmark" for comparison
between Pennsylvania school systems -- the tests became "high stakes." Schools that
performed poorly lamented that they would have to alter their curriculum for the
following year. One superintendent explained, "We don't believe in the test that
strongly, but we will be forced to see that all material is covered before the tests...We
won't be caught in the newspapers again." (Corbea and Wilson, 1989). Others involved
in similar dilemmas agreed. "Teachers feel jerked around," a Maryland teacher confided.
"The test dictates what 1 will teach in my classroom" (Corbett and Wilson, 1989). The
charge of the opponents of standardized testing is, then, that more and more schools are
becoming involved in "high stakes" testing and are therefore led to "teach to the test"
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in order to raise test scores. Improving test results bwomcs more important than other,
arguably more important, teaching vnd learning and societall responsibilities.

The final criticism of traditional testing rests on the apparently fatal allure of one point
in time test scores in isolation to all other actual or possible kinds of evidence. Students
are placed in Talented and Gifted Programs or remedial programs largely on their scores.
Programs, policies, budgets and professionals all rise and fall witb test scores. And this
in the lace of an almost universal commitnient within education to using multiple
indicators to support important educational decisions. When teachers spend valuable
class time emphasizing test taking strategies, children learn those skill components and
test strategies rather than higher level processes (N. Frederiksen, 1984). As Grant
Wiggins, President of CLASS (Consultants for Learning Assessment and School
Structure), points out, "What you test is what you get." "If we want to have quality
assessment that creates quality work, we need to test for the task we want kids to be
good at (from Videotape "Multi-dimensional Assessment Strategies," 1990). This point
of view of the tyranny of test over teachers seems to regard them as something less than
fully professional.

If "high-stakes" tests were adequate measures of students' performance, then they would
serve to reinforce curriculum and aid learning. When current tests become too
important, however, say their critics, school curriculum is actually debased because it
focuses on simplistic multiple-choice questions and test-taking skills (Koretz, 1988).

There are a number of advantages claimed for "more authentic" alternative assessment
techniques:

a) they measure directly what children should know;

b) they emphasize higher thinking skills, personal judgment and collaboration;

c) they urge children to become active participants in the learning process;
and

d) they allow and encourage educators to "teach to the test" without
destroying validity.

There are also, however, a number of possible disadvantages. These include:

a) h' _ cost;

b) difficulty in making results consistently quantifiable, objective,
standardized, and aggregatable; and
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c) undemonstrated validity, reliability and comparability of the moresubjective scoring systems and their results.

Advantages

One of the greatest advantages claimed for "authentic" testing is that it can test directlywhat educators want children to know. Because "authentic" testing assumes neitherdecomposability nor decontextualization, important skills can be tested "holistically" andin context. Holistic and high context testing lead to the mastery of the desiredperformance.

"Authentic" assessment also emphasizes the skills of higher thinking and personaljudgement and allows collaboration. Performance tests can allow students to write,speak, listen, create, do original research, analyze, pose and solve problems, while muchof standardized testing fails to even approximate such tasks according to some critics(e.g., Resnick 1989; Shanker, 1990). Peter Elbow and Pat Belanoff, examiners of aprogressive writing program at the State University of New York at Stony Brook,discovered that "authentic" assessment teaches students "that their reactions and opinionsabout serious matters deserve time and attention," whereas standardized tests often stiflecreativity and personal insight because the multiple-choice format implies that all thestudents can do is choose (or guess) someone else's "right" answer (Resnick, 1989). Theprononents of traditional tests point to the value of recognition as well as generation bothin suiool and in life. They also point to the ways in which skilled test designs userecognition of correct responses to get at varied, higher order skills. Such a format,however, does not allow the students to engage in direct interpretive activity andultimately may leave the test-taker feeling powerless and uninvolved. "Authentic"assessment, on the other hand, is designed to create an environment in which studentscan "show" what they know, leaving the power in their hands and allowing them toutilize higher thinking skills (Horace, March 1990).

"Authentic" assessment also helps children become more involved in their own learning
process. Howard Gardner of Harvard's Project Zero claims that there are seven basictypes of intelligence: linguistic, musical, spatial, logical/mathematical, bodilykinesthetic, interpersonal and intrapersonal. The majority of class time and standardizedtesting are focused on only twc of these types: linguistic and logical/mathematical.
Two very important types of intelligence, interpersonal and intrapersonal, are oftenneglected. Well developed intrapersonal intelligence is a common trait in successfulindividuals. Most "authentic" testing involves some form of self-criticism and personalevaluation, whether it be editing a piece of writing or critiquing a drawing. Moststandardized testing, however, is thought to involve other peoples' work (editingsomeone else's writing, solving problems using predetermined techniques, etc.) andactually discourages interpersonal intelligence (Resnhk, 1989; Archibald and Newman,
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1989). Interpersonal intelligence, the ability to relate with others, is also claimed to be
fostered with "authentic" assessment.

Many educators also feel that new forms of assessment should be collaborative (e.g.,
Valencia, McGinley and Pearson, in Press). In the world beyond school, students will
usually have to work and create with others; rarely does someone in the "real world"
create and perform without outside criticism and help. Collaborative assessment helps
students develop their intrapersonal intelligence and strengthens the bond between
teacher and student (e.g., Valencia, McGinley and Pearson, in Press; Elbow and
Belanoff, 1986).

Arguably, the most important advantage of "authentic" assessment is that it allows tests
to be instructional. Rather than be an after-the-fact check-up on students' learning,
"authentic" tests can reinforce the curriculum and establish genuine intellectual standards.
Thus, teachers can "teach to the test" without undermining the validity of the test. In
fact, with "authentic" assessment, "teaching to the test" is not only possible, it is
desirable (Resnick, 1989). Such an attitude conflicts with the general assumption that
"teaching to the test" is a poor practice. However, with current standardized testing
"teaching to the test" is indeed problematic, mainly because of the concept of indicators.
While a high verbal score on the SAT may be an indicator of how well a student will
perform on an actual written composition, the student need only be able to perform well
on multiple-choice-type questions to indicate this ability. Such testing assumes that the
student is being taught proper writing skills in the classroom. But, as pointed out earlier,
students taking standardized tests need only to be able to perform specific test exercises
to score well (Cannell, 1989). If "authentic" testing measures the skills and abilities
educators believe are crucial in performing beyond school, then teaching to the test will
raise school standards, improve curriculum and benefit society (Wiggins in Education
Week, 1989). Thus, a major claimed advantage of "authentic" testing is that it frees
educators from spending excessive time on a minimal, test directed curriculum. Again,
there might be ternate routes to this liberation, such as regulations and rules preventing
the use of student test scores to evaluate teachers (and principals).

Disadvantages

Although the costs of standardized testing today are staggering, "authentic" assessment
could prove to be many times more expensive. The need for increased professional time
for assessment and such costly items as video cameras could increase assessment costs
significantly. For example, in the R.O.P.E. (Right Of Passage Experience) program used
at Walden Ill, an alternative public school in Racine, Wisconsin, at least 10 hours of
extra teacher time are needed for each graduating student (Horace, March 1990). In a
school with a graduating class of 500, that would amount to at least 5,000 mGre paid
hours per year! At 20 dollars an hour, teaching costs alone would increase $100,000 per
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school per year! While there are many different estimates of potential cost, it is clear
that "authentic" assessment reqL.res far more teacher and student time than computer-
scored multiple-choice tests or even than emerging versions of traditional tests adapted
to include some open-ended items and other changes to respond to new curriculum and
instructional directions. Because few states, districts or schools have utilized extensive
amounts of "authentic" assessment, except in pilot versions, actual costs remain unclear.

Further difficulties in "authentic" assessments stem from the problems encountered in
attempts to make their results valid, reliable and comparable. Here the key issue is
subjectivity in evaluating perforrnances. It is difficult to assign a specific, adequately
discriminating, scaled score or percentile to a "more authentic" assessment, such as an
essay, and it is even harder in the case of portfolio evaluations, etc. compared to having
a computer count the number of wrong responses to the items on a well designed,
objective, standardized test. Rarely does a scale on a performance-based assessment
contain more than 10 points. In research done by the Portland Public 3chools, we have
demonstrated that the results of Direct Writing assessment done in a manner consistent
with writing as a process are invariably prompt dependent. As a result. systemwide
assessment of writing performance cannot be validly compared over time. Thus, it is
not possible to answer the question, "Is this eighth grade doing better or worse than last
year's?" But this is just the sort of question policy makers need and want to have
answers to so that they can modify policies, programs and resources in productive ways.
"Authentic" assessments alone thus far cannot readily serve all the decision making
needs of educational policy makers, planners, designers and resource allocators beyond
the individual classroom. A sense of the nature and strengths and weaknesses of "more
authentic" assessments can be gained by investigating some examples of applications
such as follow.

Examples

Walden III's R.O.P.E. Program.

Walden III. an alternative public school in Racine, Wisconsin, has developed a program
to address the issue of student preparatic n for life beyond school. In order to graduate
each senior must demonstrate mastery in 15 areas of knowledge and competence by
completing and submitting a portfolio of work before a committee made up of staff
members, another student in a lower grade, and an adult from the community. The
portfolio includes: an autobiography, self-analysis, essays, artistic products, letters of
recommendation, and various other indicators of mastery. The poi tfolio itself is
presented by the student before the committee and carefully evaluated and approved
before graduation can occur. Clearly, Walden III's program meets the first three criteria,
direct relevance, disciplined inquiry and integration of knowledge admirably. In
addition, the forth characteristic, value beyond evaluation, is fulfilled by the actual
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process of completing the portfolio itself. The student may spend more than two years
working on the project outside of class. They have as long as they like beginning in
their junior year. All the time spent is both educational and self-directed, allowing the
student to learn the responsibility and self-discipline which will be needed in college and
in later life.

Key School, Indianapolis, Indiana

The Key School is the child of Professor Howard Gardner of Harvard's Project Zero.
Located in Indianapolis, Indiana, the fifth grade school is one of the most progressive
public schools in the nation. The school utilizes video cameras to tape all projects and
oral tests that the students' complete. A full time video technician helps keep a video
file on each child which can be viewed by students, teachers and parents alike. The
classroom environment is non-competitive and the school's philosophy is to build
students' strengths rather than reinforce weaknesses. From all accounts, the school has
been very successful. However, the cost of all the equipment and extra teaching time
is very high. The Key School is experimental and there are few similar programs in
existence for financial and logistical reasons. Clearly, it too meets all four of the
"authentic" assessment criteria.

Michigan Educational Assessment Program (MEAP) - An Accommodation

The Michigan Educational Assessment Program (MEAP) was established in the late
1960's to provide information on the progress of Michigan students in the essential skills
areas. However, when it was decided that these tests no longer provided Michigan
educators with adequate feedback on the progress and status of Michigan basic skills
education, a group of teachers and curriculum specialists designed the Michigan
Essential Skills Reading Test. While the tests use a multiple-choice format, they are
untimed. The test also attempts to measure attitudes about reading and self-perceptions
of the test-takers. The passages read are long (e.g., 500-2,000 words) and the questions,
although multiple-choice, are designed to challenge the reader to construct meaning
from the text. In addition, the test is designed to assess tht familiarity the test-taker has
with the reading selection topic. In context, this contradicts the theory that reading
assessment selections should be interest and curriculum neutral and context free. Instead
the test assesses the student's relevant prior knowledge and experience. These
characteristics allow the MEAP test to meet the first three criteria outlined earlier --
disciplined inquiry and integration of knowledge -- the final and arguably most important
criteria, value beyond evaluation, was tackled by the Michigan program also. Test result
forms were designed in such a manner that the student, teacher and parent can
immediately see not only the student's performance in individual areas but also the
influence of each performance on other areas. For ex.imple, if topic familiarity is low,
then lower scores on other sections might be a result 'I inadequate knowledge of the
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topic. If the self-perception section indicates that the child is uninterested, then the
teacher or parent can immediately try to bring their interest level up. The Michigan
Program is promising because it shows the degree and limits to which the tenets of
"more authentic" assessment can be accommodated within the less resource-intensive and
well-established standardized, multiple-k-hoice format.

Some Possible Steps Forward

A possible accommodation between alternative, "more authentic" assessment and
traditional standardized measures of academic achievement could go as follows:

1. Accept, promote and practice the belief that multiple
measures are better than single ones, especially in measuring
gain from one assessment to another versus on e. time levels
of performance;

2. Embrace the desirability of "more authentic" measures
whenever possible and cost effective, for example, in
sampling approaches to large system data gathering;

3. Encourage and support development and use of "more
authentic" assessment techniques by teachers in their
classrooms for assessing and monitoring their students'
progress and their needs for further learning opportunities and
experiences;

4. Work with curriculum and instructional professionals to
modify standardized, multiple-choice testing systems so that
they:

A. Assess new dimensions such as context and
prior knowledge.

Develop and add to standardized assessment
systems "more authentic" items, eg. for
Reading, obtain permission to use long
passages of connected, meaningful text from
"published" materials and ask multiple
questions, at least some of which tap higher
order thinking skills; or for Mathematics, use
everyday problems and permit use of

1 1
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calculators for all items except those which
assess computation and estimation, etc.

C. Add open ended, extended, non-multiple-choice
items to standardized multiple-choice tests. For
example, on a Mathematics test pose problems
and give students time and space to work out
the answers and a place on the answer sheet to
code in their responses. Use information from
such adaptations in an integrated fashion along
with the traditional scores.

D. Add additional "more authentic" items in
system- wide assessments using a (matrix)
sampling design in order to lend depth of
insight into the meaning of large group,
aggregate data while maintaining cost
effectiveness.

5. Perform the necessary research, development and evaluation
collaboratively among R & D centers, school systems and
university to:

A. Test the boundaries of the construct and
predictive validity and the reliability of "more
authentic" assessment techniques, particularly in
large-scale assessment environments.

B. Develop the computer/video disk system and
software necessary to extend the power of
current computer adaptive testing systems so
that the new systems simultaneously provide
personalized, cost-effective instruction
environment as well as continuous, very valid,
objective, highly realistic and "authentic"
assessment of student learning.

12
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C. For example, a state assessment program
designed along the lines sketched above could
consist of the following:

1. Well designed mostly
standardized, multiple-choice tests
both NR and CR designed to
sample dowains of the ...state
curricula.

2. Selected open ended items,
surveys of prior knowledge, and
attitudes practices, etc. as the
subject dictates.

3. Alternative performance
assessments of the type being
encouraged and supported in
classrooms administered
selectively as resources permit.

Such an approach would provide both complex varied, accurate data for state as well as
local decision making. It would also model and reinforce the use of performance
assessments at the school and classroom level with state and local support.

Thus for long range solutions to our dilemma, we must turn once again to research and
development and to evaluation. Here we need to continue, extend and evaluate pilot
efforts to develop, use in a cost effective way, and test the validity reliability and
efficacy of such, non-traditional assessment approaches as portfolios, projects and
performance assessments. In doing this we will need to pay attention to the problems
of the consistency over different raters and over time of rating-like responses we need
to gain accurate information with the new methods and their scoring systems on scales
of sufficient range to permii, meaningful and necessary discriminations. We must also
pay particular attention to the need for developing and reporting accurate portrayals of
the degree of error and uncertainty of the estimates yielded by "more authentic"
assessments. We need to research the construct, content, predictive-criterion and face
validity, as well as the relevance of each type of measure and of reports of their results.
At the same time we must continue to work to adapt and evaluate traditional measures
to make tt'em "more authentic" and to experiment with the ways in which technology
can help us.
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Another useful area to continue and expand psychometric research and development is
computerized (adaptive) testing, especially cutting edge systems in the areas of artificial
intelligence, expert systems, fuzzy logic and video disk/computer interfaces. These
systems have the promise in the long run of assessing the higher order thinking and
problem solving skills that critics of traditional standardized testing say it fails to
adequately assess.

None of these recommendations call for an immediate, wholesale overhaul of existing
testing procedures. Instead they urge immediate implementation and evaluation of the
emerging assessment methodology in those relatively low stakes areas (such as
classroom assessment) and continued and extended research and development for
implementation in relatively high stakes areas- (such as system wide assessment for
evaluation accountability and planning and graduation competence certification). Since
assessment's fundamental purpose should remain as helping children, their parents and
their teachers receive useful feedback, both positive and negative, about the performance
and needs of students and the education system which serves them. The controversy
over standardized vs. "authentic" assessments unfortunately diverts attention from the
more important mission. Tests and assessments are only tools; they can be either
valuable or worthless depending on where, when and how they are used. The solution
to our current dilemma is not as simple as saying "no more standardized tests." Perhaps
we should be saying "no more closed doors" and "no more closed minds."
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